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DECISION-MAKING

Name of Process: ToP Historical Scan Process

(also known as Wall of Wonder, Environmental Analysis or Trends
Analysis)
Intent

Reviewing the past to prepare for the future—to enable a group
to share and learn from their varied perspectives of a journey
through history.

Use









Recommended size of group

Typically 10-20, although it can be adapted for individual use
or with large groups (100 or more).

Optimal time needed

From half an hour to two hours or more, depending on the size
of the group and the depth and richness of the product ownership desired.

Level of participation

Very high—involving individual and small group work as well
as plenary discussion.

Difficulty to facilitate

The method draws heavily on the ToP Focused Conversation
and Consensus Workshop Methods, therefore knowledge of
these is helpful but good basic facilitation skills will be sufficient

Resources needed

A “sticky wall” (a large piece of rip stop nylon fabric, sprayed
with remount spray) or similar so you can post up a lot of data.
Otherwise a large wall where you can use A5 post-its or A5
cards with tape loops. In addition you need:Mixed colours,
broad tip magic markers—enough for everyone; a large number
of A5 cards or A5 size post-its in different colours; some “dots”
or “stars” to stick on the cards during the exercise. You can ask
people in advance to bring mementos of various sorts to share,
e.g. photos, documents, souvenirs, etc.

Pre-work required

Preparation of space—a circle of chairs or an U-shaped table, or
small cabaret-style tables and chairs for a larger group facing
the sticky wall. Preparation of A4 or larger sheets for Focus
Questions, row & column headings, chapter & overall titles and
trends; and perhaps table instructions on a flip chart page,
power point, overhead slides or handouts for a larger group.

Follow-up required

Documentation and circulation of the workshop product and/or
following learning points, discussions or decisions.

Set a context for future planning
Reviewing action plans
Project evaluation
Creating a meaningful story of a group’s experience
Discerning the historical roots of conflict
Analyzing trends and directions
Personal reflection

Flexibility

This method can be adapted for a variety of group sizes, groups
and contexts, e.g., by varying arrangement of individual, small
group and plenary working; the Focus Question; row headings;
and the time scale, i.e. to speculate ahead into the future as well
as reflect on the past.

Developer

Submitted by: Martin Gilbraith at martin@ica-uk.org.uk. A
method of the Technology of Participation (ToP) developed by
the Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA). See Winning Through
Participation by Laura Spencer (1989), ICA Canada’s Historical
Scan Facilitator’s Workbook.

License

ToP Methods and Materials are available for use freely for facilitation purposes, however, facilitators are asked to seek permission
to use ToP materials for training purposes and to be qualified and/
or licensed to train ToP courses

ToP Historical Scan Process
Rational Aim: To enable a group to reflect on their journey over a specific period of time, what has shaped
that journey and what has brought them to their current position.
Experiential Aim: To empower the group by creating ownership of their history and to generate excitement
about their current reality.
STEPS

PROCEDURES

NOTES

Introduce the focus question: “ What are the key shifts and
trends that are driving our current reality?”
Context

Have the focus question
printed large to post on the
wall.

Outline the process and timeline: we will brainstorm events,
people, innovations, etc. over the last (insert number of years
Have the wall space set up
you are working with) years. We will do this individually and in with the categories down the
small groups. Then we will get all this information on cards and side and across the top.
get it posted up here on the wall. Finally, we will do an analysis
of the data to identify the key shifts, historical periods, the trends
that have emerged in this time, and reflect on the implications of
those trends for our organisation today and into the future.
Setting the stage: Do a brief conversation with the group to get
people’s minds focused.
1. What has been a important event in this time period for you
personally?
2. What do you see as a turning point in this time period?
3. What do you remember as exciting in this time period?

Brainstorming

Individually brainstorm on a sheet of paper a list of persons,
events, books, paradigms, inventions, milestones etc., which
occurred during this time period. Include economic, political
and cultural things and push yourself to think of things at all
these levels (refers to categories down the side of the chart on
the wall—see illustration at the end). List 10-15 items. You
will have ___ minutes to do this.
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Have A5 cards and markers
ready for everyone to use

Placing
cards on
the wall

Placing the data on cards: Each group should—
Select 8 to 10 items that were significant in shaping this time
period.
Select some from each of the levels down the side.
Be sure to select from across the time period.
Remind them to be sure that the date and level are indicated
on the card.
Collect two cards from each group and put these up. Ask
for questions of clarity. Continue putting up cards until all
are up.

REFLECT ON WHAT’S UP THERE:
Which are public events you observed? You participated in?
Organising What have we forgotten to mention? Add cards if needed.

DIVIDE THE WHOLE TIME INTO 4-6 DISTINCT PERIODS
Where do you see 2 or 3 cards in the same timeframe which
together mark or “symbolise a period” (put a star on each)?
Where else? Which events or times signal for you the turning points or shifts from one period to another? Locate these
using arrow cards.

Naming

Have sticker dots, stars or a
marker to mark the cards
pointed out by the group.
Have cards with an arrow
drawn up.

Have coloured cards ready for
the titles

Quickly give each of the newly created time periods a 2-4
word descriptive title which captures what was happening.
Do this by reflection briefly on each period;
What was going on?
What was unique
What was the mood?
This was the time of ______
Repeat for each period.
NAME THE ERA
If we were to write a book on this time period or create a
television series, what title would we give to this? Get a
number of answers.

Reflection

Looking across the time; where do you see things which
are related in that they are part of the same major trend
moving across this whole period.
Put a symbol on cards making up one trend.
Identify 3-7 different trends using different symbols.
Name the major trends
Using a flip chart page placed to the right of the wall, talk
through and name each of the directions (trends)
Let the wall speak back to us.
We created this art form in the last hour or so. Now sit back
and let it address us.
What is it saying to you individually?
What is it saying to us as a group?
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Have flip chart paper ready

Have someone ready to take
notes during this conversations
since it is very important to
document these reflections.

Reflect on the exercise.
What happened to you as we worked?
What happened to us as a group as we worked?
How are we different?
Thinking back over what we did, where were key insights
or revelations for you?

List the implications
Have a flip chart paper
One more question:
ready on which to list the
How has this exercise pushed your understanding of who we are? implications.
What new issues, questions, insights have emerged for you?
What practical implications do you see for us and our work?

Closing

Closing and announcements

This is an illustration. You can have as many categories down the side as you want but they should move from
the most immediate toward the global; the same for the time periods.

Title (name of group)
1990—1995

1995—2000

2000—2005

2005—2007

Our group

The larger
organisation

Our nation
(region, etc.)

The world
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